
 
October 20, 2004 
 

Sent Via Electronic Mail 
 
Mr. Kevin Ferrick 
American Petroleum Institute 
1220 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
ferrick@api.org 
 
Re: Failed Sequence VIB Engine Tests for GF-4 5W20 Motor Oil 
 
Dear Mr. Ferrick: 
 

It has come to AOCA’s attention that GF-4 5W20 motor oil recently failed to pass a 
series of Sequence VIB engine tests for fuel economy at multiple laboratories.  While we are 
aware that some failures occur during routine equipment testing, the wide spread level of failure 
in this case is of extreme concern to us.  Motor oil suppliers have already begun distributing GF-
4 motor oils to the exclusion of the less expensive GF-3 motor oils, which are still validly 
licensed products until April 2005.  If there is a problem with GF-4 5W20 motor oil, it needs to 
be corrected immediately before any further unnecessary risk and expense are incurred by the 
fast lube industry and its customers. 

 
Given that Frank Fernandez, Chairman of ASTM’s Passenger Car Engine Oil 

Classification Panel, has suggested several possible options to respond to the test failures 
including (a) accept that the industry has no GF-4 capable fuel economy reference oil and (b) 
agree that GF-4 limits may be inappropriately severe (at least for 5W20) and request that they be 
revisited by the ILSAC-Oil Committee, we request that API provide AOCA with written 
verification regarding the validity of all tests relied upon for the certification of GF-4 motor oils 
as well as an explanation as to how API plans to verify that the GF-4 motor oils on the market 
today still meet the standards of the required tests.  AOCA further requests a formal 
acknowledgement that API will hold the fast lube industry harmless from any liability caused by 
defective GF-4 products. 

 
Thank you for your attention to this matter.  I can be reached directly at (800) 331-0329. 
 
 
    Sincerely, 
 
 
 
    Stephen M. Christie 
    Executive Director 
 

cc:  AOCA Board of Directors 
 Marty Reineman 
 Celeste Powers 


